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LUCKNOW: A maiden Test century by Shamarh
Brooks and wily spin bowling put the West In-
dies in firm command of the one-off Test against
Afghanistan yesterday. Brooks made 111 as West
Indies managed a lead of 90 after they were 277
all out in the second session of day two in the
northern Indian city of Lucknow, which has been
hit by heavy air pollution over the past month.

Spinners Rakheem Cornwall and Roston
Chase then took three wickets each to leave
Afghanistan tottering at 109 for seven at stumps
on day two. The Afghans lead by just 19 runs in
their second innings.

Opener Javed Ahmadi made 62 before falling
to Chase’s off spin on the final delivery of the
day dominated by West Indies, who resumed on
68 for two in response to Afghanistan’s 187.
Cornwall, the heaviest man in Test cricket —
weighing 140 kilograms (308 pounds), and 1.96
metres (six feet five inches) tall — rattled the
Afghanistan top-order and improved his match
haul to 10 so far.

The 26-year-old Cornwall, who returned fig-
ures of 7-75 with his off spin on day one, struck
in three successive overs. He trapped Ibrahim
Zadran for 23 after a brisk start by the Afghan

openers and then got Rahmat Shah and Asghar
Afghan back in the pavilion for scores of zero.

Chase also took three wickets in his three
overs. The air quality reading in Lucknow for
PM 2.5 particles — the fine particles of dust that
can penetrate lungs and pass into the blood-
stream — was 275 microns per cubic metre, 11
times the World Health Organisation safe limit
of 25. But Brooks, who started the day on his
overnight score of 19, seemed undaunted as he
piled on the runs without getting much support
from his fellow batsmen. He was finally bowled
by debutant spinner Amir Hamza who took five
wickets.

Brooks was involved in two crucial partner-
ships including an 82-run third-wicket stand
with overnight partner John Campbell, who
made 55. Brooks, playing just his third Test after
making his debut against India in August, also
put together 74 runs with Shane Dowrich, who
made 42.

Amir combined with skipper Rashid Khan to
mop up the tail as the umpires called for early
tea. Rashid Khan claimed three wickets with his
leg spin while left-arm wrist spinner Zahir Khan
took two. —AFP

Brooks, spinners put West Indies 
on top in Afghanistan Test

LUCKNOW: West Indies’ Rahkeem Cornwall (R) delivers a ball during the second day test international cricket
match between Afghanistan and West Indies at the Ekana Cricket Stadium in Lucknow yesterday. —AFP

Emotional Australia 
cricketers pay 
tribute to Hughes
ADELAIDE: Australia’s cricketers have paid moving tribute to Phillip
Hughes on the fifth anniversary of his death, gathering on the Ade-
laide Oval pitch to remember him after his death in a freak on-field
accident. Hughes, who played 26 Tests, died from bleeding on the
brain on November 27, 2014, after being hit on the neck by a rising
ball while batting in a domestic match at the Sydney Cricket Ground.

His death stunned Australia and the world cricket community,
sparking an outpouring of grief and ushering in stronger protocols
around concussion and better player safety equipment.

David Warner and Nathan Lyon, part of the team that will play
Pakistan in the second Test starting Friday, were on the field when
Hughes collapsed, while Steve Smith was also a teammate and
friend of the 25-year-old. Australian captain Tim Paine said coach
Justin Langer gathered the team in a circle on the pitch late
Wednesday, the anniversary of Hughes’s death, to remember their
colleague. “Last night actually it was quite a nice moment. JL had
us in the middle of the ground, in a bit of a circle and we just had
one of those moments,” he said yesterday.

“He’s big on guys talking about things that help them deal with
it. Obviously for a few guys it was a difficult day.

“We just got in a circle and guys who had spent a lot of time
with him told stories about Hughesy and the times they spent with
him,” Paine added. “It was just trying to remember him in a positive
way and remind ourselves how lucky we are to be playing the game
that he loved and we love and how much playing for his country
meant to Hughesy. “And for us to never take that for granted.”

Cricket Australia chief executive Kevin Roberts said the impact
of Hughes’ tragic death was still being felt. “A man dedicated to his
family, a loyal friend, a popular teammate and a prodigiously tal-
ented cricketer,” Roberts said. “There hasn’t been a single day over
these last five years when Phillip’s loss hasn’t been felt acutely by
the Australian cricket family.” —AFP

Pakistan recall
Abbas after Gabba 
horror show
ADELAIDE: Pakistan were set to recall paceman Mohammad
Abbas yesterday for the second Test against Australia as they
look to add consistency to their bowling attack under lights at
Adelaide Oval. Skipper Azhar Ali will also drop down the order
to bat at number three in the day-night Test starting today, with
Imam-ul-Haq set to get the nod to open the innings alongside
Shan Masood and Haris Sohail dropped.

Seamer Abbas has taken 66 wickets at just 18.86 in his 14 Tests
but was a surprise omission for the opening clash in Brisbane,
where Pakistan were crushed by an innings and five runs.

“Definitely there will be some changes,” Azhar said of the team
line-up, which will be announced on Friday. Asked if Abbas would
be one of those changes, he replied: “Yes.”

“He’s (Abbas) done well in Test matches, he can definitely bring

a lot of control and he has worked a lot since the last Test match
on his rhythm and he is feeling better,” he said.

“Obviously a bowler of his class, you feel he has something to
offer.” Azhar would not say who Abbas would replace, but Imran
Khan is a candidate after failing to fire in Brisbane. Naseem Shah,
16, could also be rested with Pakistan keen to manage the work-
load of the teenager, whose mother died recently.

Pakistan desperately need their bowlers to perform in Adelaide,
having lost 13 consecutive Tests in Australia.

They will be facing an Australian team that has won all five of
its pink-ball matches and with David Warner, Joe Burns and Mar-
nus Labuschagne in fine form after big scores at the Gabba.

Azhar acknowledged Pakistan have long laboured in Australia,
with their inability to bowl the opposition out twice their biggest
problem. “A lot of our tours to Australia we have struggled to pick
up wickets. We have to control the rate, bowl in good areas for a
long time,” he said. “Wickets in Australia, a lot of people say it is
bounce, it is pace. But equally it is good for batting as well, so if
you can’t bowl well for a long period of time, you can’t put teams
under pressure.” He added: “If we want to pick up 20 wickets we
have to execute our plan perfectly.” Pakistan have played one
pink-ball fixture in Australia — three years ago in Brisbane, when
they lost by 39 runs. —AFP

Players want answers 
from Australia board 
over Smith ban
MELBOURNE: The Australian Cricketers’ Association is seeking
a meeting with Cricket Australia regarding the anti-corruption ban
given to Emily Smith as pressure grows on the governing body to
lighten the Tasmania wicketkeeper’s sanction.

Last week, Hobart Hurricanes’ Smith was banned for a year,
with nine months suspended, for posting the Women’s Big Bash
League team’s line-up on Instagram about an hour before its
scheduled release.

The 24-year-old accepted the sanction, which rules her out of
the remainder of the Women’s T20 Big Bash League and the na-
tional cricket league, but said the posting was intended to be a

joke about her lowly position in the batting order.
A number of former players and pundits have condemned the

sanction as harsh, and the players’ union held an extraordinary
board meeting on Tuesday to discuss the case. “The ACA Board
has resolved to seek a meeting with Cricket Australia Board as
soon as practicable to discuss and better understand both the
sanction and the process,” an ACA spokesman said.

Smith posted the Hurricanes’ team line-up for their Nov 2
match in the WBBL against Sydney Thunder at Burnie in Tasmania
state. The match was later abandoned due to bad weather. CA said
its anti-corruption code prohibits sharing of insider information
which could be used for betting. The governing body acknowl-
edged that Smith had no intention to breach the code.

Australian spin bowling great Shane Warne said the sanction
was too harsh for a “naive mistake”, while former England captain
Michael Vaughan said she had been “hung out to dry”. An anti-
gambling campaigner said Smith’s ban under the anti-corruption
code was hard to reconcile given CA’s sponsorship arrangements
with betting firms. —AFP


